Today we had a special meeting organized by Miguel. This was the last meeting for the Fall, 2014 semester.

Possible programs among GFH for rest of the fiscal year are listed below:

Corry:
Crafting modeling workshop: Anar brought the model he is planning to use in the workshop.

Diamond:
Diamond village resident meeting is tomorrow. Dari will come up with new programs after getting feedback from his residents.

Maguire:
Training course for car maintenance (women as participant, all adults in general)
Thomas reported that we did that in past with the help of UFPD (as community services).
Thomas asked Shabnam to email Jason for the details.

Tanglewood:
Robert will come up with new ideas after his resident meeting.
SAR for spring fling, Fashion show and festival, and LUAU are to be submitted very soon.
TW playground parts are replaced, safe for kids to go now.
Furniture are in for the printing stations. Currently, two ports are active.

UVS:
Pratik informed that Jing (a resident of UVS) wants to arrange tennis social barbeque party.
Pratik talked to Patricia. Pratik need to arrange a coach. They will follow up with either SW Rec Center for coach. UF Leisure course fund SAI or student activities may have instructor in hand.

Police demonstration training is an event suggested by Pratik & Shabnam for the Twitter threat related issue (and incident in FSU).
Budget proposal for the next fiscal year:

Miguel: Presented the programs funded last academic year

Movie under star: We will keep it for next academic year (proposed by VJ)

List of programs needed for next year:

What is logistically practical for the programs from housing side:

LUAU: need to consider (Thomas: weather is challenging in July…)

Spring Fling (1st wk of Apr).

Fitness classes & tennis instructor

Workshops:
  Couponing
  Jewellery making

Field trip type event:
  Butterfly Museum or Zoo visit

Holi

Sport Tournament
  Soccer or basket ball

International Fashion show

Music under the star: Allocation? Thomas: We may go for movies under the star instead of music under the star: two allocation per semester is allowed (Nicole).
May not go for allocation for the movies under the star: as it is already included in the budget.

Local band with original composition & cover band…two separate

International cinema festival or other theme: The idea is not to replicate with Gatornight. This will be given least priority for now in terms of money.

TW Garden & Family water day: may not be repeated.

Neighbor block party: maybe next yr.

Taste of GFH: MC will spend money for food.

VJ: Karaoke nights: instruments are available in Sams Club: $150, can buy it…
The equipment from the Music Under the Star…need to be submitted to Thomas.

FY 14-15 budget (requested by Wen)

Programing: Program…..Award….food
  Cultural events: $2169, 250, 200 (apply $5000 for cultural events instead by including music)
  Wellness& Fitness: $2600
**FY 15-16 budget: Addition of items to increase amount of budget**

Miguel: Addition for next yr.

**Movies/music under the star: $4000**

*Cannot get the money for food and award: > than 15% or $600 (which one is greater).*

TW Garden and Sport event: $500

Social gathering: can use the money for reserving the place…cannot buy food for money

**Community Development: $1500+$200 (award)+$250(food)** look for the cap for award and food(not more than 15%).

Game night

Proposal/presentation: We should represent serving the UF Community and student body.

Earlier in the budget hearing may be better….to get the budget approved.

Need to use publicity money: We may use the publicity money with MC thirts for the MC Folks.

Housing: Bike repair station pictures are sent to Eliot.

Overflow students in Beaty tower: moved to Maguire/UVS…

No more on-street parking in UF (village road)…loosing 80 spots.